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Introduction of youth mapper 

We are a global network of students, researchers, educators, and intellectuals that utilise open 

geospatial technology to expose and address global development issues. Youth Mappers was created 

to meet the growing demand for free geospatial data access in all corners of the world. A generation 

of empowered young people has developed, becoming pioneers in building resilient communities, and 

charting their surroundings. 

Currently we are the network of 335+ students from all over the world which is growing constantly. 

We believe that students are the central idea around which we build our work, which in return 

empowers the youth and develop leadership abilities in them creating a resilient community around 

the world and changing it by mapping it.  

While many minds collaborated to build the Youth Mappers foundation, the heart of the kids is what 

drives the success of this worldwide collaboration. We are a movement, a movement of students who 

want to make a difference, with the guts to be change agents and the will to respond to community 

needs. Faculty, staff, and partner organisations have worked together to create an experience learning 

environment that leads to action. Students choose how and where they want to be identified. Youth 

Mappers Regional Ambassadors contribute to the network's growth and success. The Regional 

Ambassadors are chosen for their shown leadership and recruit highly motivated students to organise, 

promote, and formally establish university-based Youth Mappers chapters throughout the world. They 

give local assistance to chapters through in-person technical training to assure data quality in OSM 

data production, and they actively contribute to the network's development and sustainability. They 

have the unique opportunity and obligation, as regional facilitators, to elevate students' perspectives 

and contributions to open mapping for building community resilience.  

Chapter: Drongo at Doon University & the workshop 

Chapter has been created under the mentorship Dr. Suneet Naithani in year 2021. In this workshop 

Dr. Naithani and HOD Dr. Kusum has started this workshop. Later on, Airin Akhter from Bangladesh 

(Brand ambassador of the Asia Region) has joined the programmed and gave a brief presentation 

about youth mapper. 

Dr. Naithani has told the student about remote sensing and GIS and how it can help the students in 

building their career.  This work mostly dedicated to student and how they can participate and 

contribute in Open Street map.  

There are also some scholarships in this chapter which was jointly brief by Arin and Dr. Naithani.  

Dr. Naithani encourages the students and the chapter for learning new skills and spatial data science. 



Glimpse of the Workshop  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  Dr. Suneet Naithani briefing about workshop and GIS 

2.  All the presented Students of SENR Department  



 

 

 3.  Views by International Speakers  

4.  Some opening remarks by Honrable Vice Chancellor and HOD (SENR)  


